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1. OBJECTIVES 

This project investigaim the effects of nonlinearitiw on the dynamics of rotating 
shafts and supported pipes conveying Buid and presents some new bifurcation r e  
sults for fairly general nonlinear gyroscopic systcms. In thc first part of the rescatch, 
the nonlinrar equation5 of motion governing a gencral gyroscopic systtm were sys- 
tematically derived. The equations include the effects of paramctriclrandom ex- 
citation, symmetry-hreakmg, and linear and nonlinear dissipation. I n  addition, 
equations have been derived for several physical examples which are gyroscopic 
systcms. 

The primary object+= of this project is to dctermine how some of the powerful 
geometric mctbods of ilynamical systems can be applied to  study nonlinear gy- 
roscopic systems. We proposed to  develop techniques to  predict local and dobal 
behavior and instability mechanisms and l o  analyze the intcractians between noise, 
stability, and nanlinearities inherent in gyroscopic systems. ILL order to obtain theve 
rcsults we use the mcth83d of normal forms, global bifurcation techniqucs, and mr- 
ious other dynamical sy;tcrns tools. The study of global s01utions, in its full gener- 
ality, is not always possible due to  a lack of available mathernatid tools. However, 
global analysis may be possible in the presence o l  certain symmetries which reduce 
the dimension of the system and thus simplify the analysis. Furthermore, almost 
all mechanical and structural systems lave inhcrent impcrfections which usually 
break the symmctry of thc problem. Such symmetry-breaking imperfections cw 
givc rise t o  boLh local and global bifurcations. The effects of symmetry and the 
associgted reduction of  ionl linear equations, along with symmetry-breaking bifurca- 
tions, is examined in detail. The final part of this project deals with developing 
nonlinear control techniques to  suppress undesirable cmiyonent vibratian. 

2. COMPLETED WORK 

As a result of the reswch conducted under the DOE grant, # 97-ER14795, impor- 
tant qualitative and quantitative information about nanlinear motions of gyroscopic 
systems has been obtain-2d. The mechanisms which give rise to  global bifurcatians 
in nonlinear gyroscopic tiystems is fully examined. The focus of this second phase 
is the development of gtlneral analytical techniques to predict global behavior in 
these systems. 

The goal was to undertake a thorough investigation of the effect ufnonliaearitics 
on the deterministic dynamic behavior of gyroscopic systems near a 0 : 1 resonancc, 
and to detect mechanisnis that give rise to global bifurcations in such structures. 
A major achievement of the completed work is tho thorough understanding of how 
energy may be transferred from the high frequency mode to the low hequency 
mode in periodically exited gyroscopic systems near a 0 : 1 resonance. Same of 
the work done far this grznt has led to the proposed research on nonlinear s todmtic  
dynamictl. 
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The first part of the completed research involved the derivation and simplification 
of the equations of motion for two parametrically excited gyroscopic systems: a 
pipe conveying fluid and a rotating shaft. These systems are often paramctrically 
mated, due to their interaction with other mechanical systems. Such parametric 
excitations may excitc resonances in thc gyroscopic system, transferring energy 
directly to  one of the inodcs. 

2.1. Completed work: Autonomous system. Since the unperturbcd dynamics 
are Hamiltonian, the eigen-spectrum of the linearized system a t  the fixed points is 
symmetric about rcal itnd imaginary axes, and the necessary conditions for orbital 
stability are that the sL>ectrum must lie entirely on the imaginary e and the cor- 
responding eigenvalues must be non-coincidental. The mowment of eigendues (as 
the parameters I, B are varied) for generic Hamiltonian systems was first describod 
by Krcin [4]. The nun-coincidental eigenvalues remain on the imaginary axis ~ m -  
der Hamiltonian perturbations but coincident (multiple) eigenvaluej split, and cross 
into thc complex eiger-plane, thus making the system unstable. 4s two pairs of 
eigenvalues m e a  on the imaginary suds, they may either pass or split according to 
Krein's index. h the complctod research we first derived the ximd forms, eluci- 
dated their Hamiltonian structure, and described the resulting phase portraits and 
bifurcations in the (1,,3) plane far each of the two physical problems. In Nagata 
and Sri Namachchivaya [B], the PI has prcsented new global bifurcation result8 for 
a fairly general nonlinear autonomous gyroscopic system with dissipation. 

2.2. Completed work: Periodic Inputs- Local bifurcations. The simplifi- 
cation of the non-autonomous equations involves deriving the normal form neax a 
critical point at which the system possesses a non-semisimple double zero eigen- 
\due. To aid in this procedure, using Lie transform methodu, 'wc comtructed an 
algorithm to  calculate i;he narmal form for non-autonomous Hamiltonian systems 
near a fixed point. This algorithm built an existing methods for constructing normal 
forms of vector fields and autonomous Hamiltonians. The main resull in McDonald 
et al. IS), dlows us to solve the homological equation for the non-autonomous caSe 
in a way analogous to the autonomous case. 

The sccond part of thii research involved the local bifurcation analysis of para- 
m e l r i d y  excited gyrowopic systems. The main result of McDonald and Sri Na- 
machchimya [q was that the addition of forcing a t  the combination resonancc 
frequency &?ended the stability region of the unforccd systems in certain cases. 
The mechanism of this increaed stability regian is believed to be an energy trans- 
fer bctween the two modes, facilitated by the coupling of the combination resonance 
forcing. This increased istability was also observcd in the nonlinear system numet- 
i d l y -  Next, wc examinlxl the local bifuration behavior close to the subharmonic 
raonancc. The addition of nonlinear damping allowed secmdary Hopr bifurcations, 
which created periodic solutions in the system. The numerical bifurcation analysis 
software AUTO [l] is wed to support the analytical results. 

To be more specific, we show some plots generated using AUTO for the pipe problem 
with linear damping a d  forcing. The magnitude of the equilibrium solution for 
M ,  = 0.7,f' = 0,c = 0.01, ffi = 2, h = 0.1,A = -0.1 (parmeters defined in the 
equation af motion) is shown in Figure 1. As cxpected, all the primary branches 
are supercritical. Depending on the value of the detuning parameter, A, there 
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FIGURE 1. Mzgnitude of response versus 6 for M, = 0.7, 
C = 0.01, K = i', h = 0.1, and X = -0.1. 

E 0, 

may be 0 , l  or 2 multiniodc solutions connecting the primary bifurcation branches. 
Figure 1 corresponds to  the casc for which there are two multirnodc solutions and 
it can be seen that the .solution MMl is stable while the solution MM2 is unstable. 
h d of these plots, the etable solutions are shown with solid lines and the unstable 
solutions with dotted lines. 

23. Completed work: Periodic Inputs- Global bifurcations. In the final 
portion of the completed research, we developed global bifurcation methods to  
study the possibility of multi-pulse orbits and chaotic behavior in both the pipc 
and shaft systems. The goal of each of thcsc methods is to determine conditions 
undcr which a system may possese chaotic dynamics. The Melnikw method detects 
the transversal intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic 
fivcd point, while the Silnibv and multi-pulse methods locate single or multi-pulse 
orbits homoclinic to  cer:ain points within the slow manifold. The presence of these 
homodinic orbits may lzad to chaotic dynamics in the system. 

Completed study ehows that the unperturbed system contains one rcsonarit periodic 
orbit. The dynamics near the resonance, aze described by a locally (close to thc 
resonant periodic orbit) Hamiltonian s y s t m  with the Hamiltonian function 161 

%D = 3L (??,@I - /+ 911c du 
0 

(1) 
9 1 = (% DWO (hf)/c II) f HlIC - 1 srlc du 

where 91 is the I-component of the dissipative perturbation, and Ho and HI are 
the unperturbed Hamillonian and perturbed Hamiltanian t e r n  of the equations 
of motion. The slow Hamil tonh  31 (q ,  4) describes the dynamics for the non- 
dissipative system, whjle the local Hamiltonian 310 describes the dynamics for the 
dissipative system. An important quantity that we cdculated is the phase change 
A+ which measures the change in the phase angle $I along a homoclinic orbit to the 
resonant pcriodic orbit (3. Such a homoclinic orbit cannccts two points on C thaL 
differ only in their phase. This phase change approximates the change in the anglc 
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FIGURE 2. Multipulse orbits 

q5 during each pulse of the multipulse orbits that we constructed using the energy 
difference function, A"% (h) which w b ~  introduced by Haller and Wiggins [2, 31- 
For dissipative systems. this energy is given by 

where Ho is the unpcrtirtbed Hamiltonian, and g represents the dissipative pertiir- 
bations to the system. Thc slow Hamiltonian 3c was defined in (1). Thc energy 
difference function is dhned  for any point 40 on the rcSQnant circle C, and mea- 
sures the di&rence between the energy of an orbit after N pulses, and the energy 
of the stable manifold 01: C. If AN% (60) has transversal zeros, than the system will 
possess an N-pulse orbit at 4 = $0. Using these methods, we can detect layers or 
regions in the annulus that have multipulse orbits with the Same number of pulses. 

We applied thesc global bifurcation methods to thc pipe and shaft systems in [?I. 
First, we identified a coadition under which enorgy transfer is possible from the high 
frcquency mode to the h w  frequency mode. This condition i s  simply the condition 
for the evistence ofa homoclinic orbit. For the dissipative case, we were then able to 
identify cc-dimension a l e  sets on which multi-pulse orbits homoclinic to  a saddc , 

focus existed for the perturbed system. Although these multi-pulse connections 
only e d t  on co-dimension one gets, there exist open neighborhoods of these points 
on which the systems admits Smale horseshoes in its dynamics. The presence of 
these horseshoes leads to what is commonly referred to as chaotic dynamics in the 
systcm. These chaotic niotions are realized for the physical systems studied as an 
irregular transfer of energy frm the high frequency sccond eigen-mode to the low 
frequency first eigen-modc [SI. 
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:,. PUELIOATIONS AND PWSE.NTATIONS 

Bclow is a summazy of the results af the grant whidi have bcen published. 
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